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Motivations
The study of neutrino interactions in a SBL experiment at 

future facilities follows two lines of research
Measurements ancillary to Neutrino Oscillations
Standard neutrino scattering

Quasi-elastic, resonance and coherent pion production
Q2 dependence badly known
Transition to DIS regime
Nuclear effects and their A dependence
Structure functions at low Q2

Precise measurement of low energy cross-section
Understand the transition to the DIS regime

Address the NuTeV anomaly
Pentaquark searches
Neutrino magnetic moment
Strange content of the nucleon
…
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Different ν beams
⇒ different energy spectra
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Different energy spectra
⇒ different detectors

β-beam SuperBeam νFact

Water Cerenkov
(SK photo⇒)

Liquid Argon
(Icarus T600 ⇒)

Magnetized calo
for νe->νµ search
(⇐ MINOS photo)

Pb 1 mm

Basic “cell”

Emulsion

ECC technique
for νe->ντ search
(⇐ OPERA concept)



… at least two SBL sites
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… two detectors per site

A coarse grain detector
AIM: minimize the near to far extrapolation (important for neutrino 
oscillation studies)
NB: the detector should be built as similar as possible to the far 
one

Fine grain detector
AIM: study the details of neutrino interactions
NB: any suitable technique (not necessarily equal to the one of the 
far site) is OK

NB At a νFactory, given the huge neutrino flux,  a few kg SBL detector is
enough!!! ⇒ very detailed study of the events



Minos SBL

K2K SBL site scibar

Proposed also for the
T2K near detector

Examples of existing and foreseen SBL exps

Minerva



What do we need for ν oscillations?

The accuracy and the information depend on the oscillation channel
K2K νe appearance search (the key channel at the SuperBeam to measure θ13): 

total uncertainty about 30% out of which more than 20% is accounted for by
the uncertainty on the NC cross-section!

K2K νµ disappearence search: main uncertainties are the far/near ratio (∼5%) 
and the absolute normalization (5%)



νµ→νx appearance searches

The error on the oscillation probability can be written as

• Uncertainty on the expected background

• Uncertainty on the neutrino flux (normalization and energy dependence)

• Uncertainty on the neutrino cross-sections
• Uncertainty on the detection efficiencies (energy dependence and 
absolute value)



Computed for the K2K experiment, but it applies for any 
experiment running with Eν below few GeV (e.g. SuperBeam
and β-beam)
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Relevant for low energy neutrino beams

http://www-boone.fnal.gov/cross-sections/boone_reference.html



Disappearance searches
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…why?
Let’s consider the Far/Near ratio @T2K Vs ν energy

The Far/Near ratio has a strong energy dependence that
depends on the Near Baseline

Baseline of the Near Detector
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Impact of systematic errors on 
the T2K sensitivity

νµ→νe
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π0 rate measured in K2K SBL
Example of future cross-
section measurements

MINERνA is a good starting
point, but the energy spectrum
does not entirely fits the future 
β-beam and SuperBeam spectra



Conclusion on ν oscillation 
oriented measurements (I)

Cross-section knowledge
Nowadays it is the major problem for neutrino energies 
below few GeV (SuperBeam and β-beam)

Present uncertainties larger than 20-30%
Minor problem for νFactory (Eν > 10 GeV)
AIM at SBL: measure cross-sections at few % level

β-beam and νFactory are the ideal places: the absolute flux, the 
beam composition and the energy spectra are well known

Efficiency determination
Important for any experiment running at any neutrino 
beamline



Conclusion on ν oscillation
oriented measurements (II)

Neutrino flux  and energy spectra predictions
Major problem for SuperBeam

Description of the proton beam
Particle yield in the p-Target interaction (HARP will improve present knowledge)

Description of the focusing system
Therefore,very difficult to determine
The relative fractions of different neutrino flavors
The energy spectra of the different flavors
The absolute normalization

Minor problem for β-beam and νFactory
The absolute number of ν parents (ions and muons) and their energy 
are well known
The energy spectrum of ν from a β-decay or a µ-decay is well known



Non oscillation physics



Physics reach of SBL exp with a 
SuperBeam

Quasi-elastic, resonance and coherent pion production
Q2 dependence badly known
Transition to DIS regime
Nuclear effects and their A dependence

Structure functions at low Q2

Precise measurement of low energy cross-section
Understand the transition to the DIS regime

Address the NuTeV anomaly
Pentaquark searches
Neutrino magnetic moment
Strange content of the nucleon

How much we can improve with SuperBeams?
When the measurements are limited by systematics?



Some useful links

APS Neutrino Study, 2004
Superbeams Working Group
Short Baseline Neutrino Physics

http://home.fnal.gov/~bfleming/sbl_sb.html
NuFact03

http://www.cap.bnl.gov/nufact03/index.xhtml
NuFact02

http://www.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/NuFact02/

http://home.fnal.gov/~bfleming/sbl_sb.html
http://www.cap.bnl.gov/nufact03/index.xhtml
http://www.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/NuFact02/


Physics reach with a β-beam



The weak mixing angle

NuTeV observed a 3σ discrepancy with the value measured at LEP

Explored by low
Energy facilities

Studies have been done on this for Neutrino Factories, 
but are missing for SuperBeam and β-beam !!!



Conclusion on SuperBeam and β-beam

The non oscillation physics reach of these facilities (mainly
at low energies) is very interesting. However …

Extensive studies are still missing

There is not (at least Europe) a large community (like in the 
oscillation case) working on this subject

It would be worthwhile to have a working group in Europe to study
the potentiality of a SB and β-beam for non oscillation physics
(in the USA it already exists)



Other physics with a νFact
Although in the time schedule of future neutrino 

facilities the νFact is very far, its physics potentiality
for non oscillation physics is the best known!

It is highly desirable that in the future the 
same degree of knowledge will be achieved 
also for SuperBeam and β-beam

hep-ph/0105155/CERN-TH-2002-131 Phys. Rept.371:151-230,2002



Conclusion
The physics case of SBL experiments at neutrino facilities
has been pointed out since several years (several SBL exps
either are running or have been already planned; there are 
a lot of papers on their physics goals)

The ultimate precision on the measurement of the PMNS 
matrix elements and the sensitivity on the discovery of 
the CP phase in the leptonic sector depend on the 
knowledge of the cross-section at low neutrino energies

A lot of great physics, other than neutrino oscillations, 
could be performed with SBL experiments at present and 
future facilities
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